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Abstract
We show that the conformal anomaly for N M5-branes grows like N3. The
method we employ relates Coulomb branch interactions in six dimensions to interac-
tions in four dimensions using supersymmetry. This leads to a relation between the
six-dimensional conformal anomaly and the conformal anomaly of N=4 Yang-Mills.
Along the way, we determine the structure of the four derivative interactions for the
toroidally compactified (2, 0) theory, while encountering interesting novelties in the
structure of the six derivative interactions.
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1 Introduction
One of the real surprises that emerged from the string duality web is the existence of six-
dimensional interacting theories with (2, 0) supersymmetry [1]. In type IIB string theory,
these (2, 0) theories appear at ADE singularities from D3-branes which wrap the vanishing
cycles. The AN version of the theory is also found on N + 1 coincident M5-branes. On
circle reduction to five dimensions, the (2, 0) theory reduces to maximally supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory.
A single M5-brane supports a six-dimensional two-form tensor with chiral field strength
so it is natural to speculate that the (2, 0) theory is a generalization of Yang-Mills theory
involving strongly interacting self-dual strings. We currently have no precise formulation of
the theory, but the most striking known fact obtained from dual gravitational descriptions
is that the number of degrees of freedom grows like N3 for the AN theory [2–4]. The same
cubic growth can be found from anomaly inflow for M5-branes coupled to M -theory [5,6].
The generalization of gluon dynamics which could provide an N3 growth is a fascinating
question. Recent counts of 1/4 BPS states on the Coulomb branch of both the (2, 0) theory
and five-dimensional Yang-Mills theory see a suggestive N3 growth, which is perhaps a hint
about the nature of the fundamental degrees of freedom [7–9].
Our goal in this work is to derive the cubic growth of the conformal anomaly from
field theory. We will study the Coulomb branch effective action for the (2, 0) theory. The
Coulomb branch has a rich structure which includes couplings related to the Spin(5)R
anomaly [10], and topological terms which modify the chiral string current [11]. Maximal
supersymmetry implies rather powerful constraints on Coulomb branch interactions. These
constraints were originally found in [12, 13], and largely applied to non-conformal models.
We expect the combination of conformal invariance and maximal supersymmetry will pro-
vide yet more control over the Coulomb branch theory; this work can be viewed as a first
foray in this direction.
1.1 The basic idea and an outline
The conformal anomaly is computable on the Coulomb branch of the (2, 0) theory. It is
captured by the six derivative interactions so our task is to understand those couplings. We
will proceed in two steps: first, we determine the four derivative interactions of the (2, 0)
theory compactified on a two-torus. This allows us to relate the four derivative interactions
in six dimensions to four derivative interactions of N=4 Yang-Mills which are one-loop exact.
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We then show that the relevant six derivative interactions of the (2, 0) theory are determined
by the four derivative interactions. This leads to the cubic growth of the conformal anomaly
for N M5-branes. In principle, the method we propose should provide a precise expression
for the conformal anomaly of the ADE (2, 0) theories. Determining the exact formula will
require additional information about the Coulomb branch supersymmetry transformations
and interactions up to six derivatives.
In section two, we summarize our conventions and list the relevant supersymmetry trans-
formations. Section three contains an analysis of the four derivative terms of the toroidally
compactified (2, 0) theory for rank one. The four derivative couplings are harmonic on
the moduli space which contains a circle. The solution is a sum of Bessel functions. It
would be interesting to see whether the Fourier coefficients of these couplings count BPS
configurations in some suitable sense.
Section four relates the six derivative interactions to the four derivative interactions
again for rank one. In section five, we extend our analysis of four derivative couplings to
rank N along the lines described in [14]. Finally in section six, we extract the growth of the
conformal anomaly from our results. Among the outstanding remaining questions is under-
standing the extent to which all four and six derivative interactions are determined by the
top form fermion couplings, or more generally, a complete understanding of the supersym-
metry constraints. In terms of recent literature, work has focused on possibly defining the
(2, 0) theory via gauge theory [15–22], studying amplitudes for the (2, 0) theory [23], circle
compactifications [24, 25], the conformal anomaly of Wilson surfaces [26], and connections
with membrane theories [27–32]; for a review of prior developments, see [33].
2 SUSY Transformations and Conventions
2.1 Effective actions and order counting
In this work, we will analyze the low energy effective action which describes the Coulomb
branch of superconformal field theories in 4 and 6 dimensions. We expand the Coulomb
branch Lagrangian in a derivative expansion,
L = L1 + L2 + . . . , (2.1)
with Lk including all terms of order 2k. The order of an operator counts the number of
derivatives plus half the number of fermions, and assigns order zero to moduli and gauge
fields. The kinetic terms for both fermions and bosons are therefore of order 2 and are
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contained in L1. With maximal supersymmetry, the theory described by L1 is a free theory
with a flat metric. Singularities in the moduli space are the only loci where an interacting
infrared theory can emerge. Away from such singularities, the leading interactions are
captured by L2.
In such an effective expansion, it is necessary to modify the supersymmetry transforma-
tions of the fields order by order to ensure that the Lagrangian is on-shell supersymmetric.
We will make this explicit for the 4 and 6-dimensional theories in the following discussion.
2.2 N = 4 SYM in d = 4
The supermultiplet in 4 dimensions for a theory with 16 supersymmetries consists of a gauge
field Aµ, six scalars φ
i with i = 1, 2, . . . 6, and four Weyl fermions ψaα with a = 1, 2, 3, 4 and
α = 1, 2. The N = 4 SUSY algebra includes a Spin(6) ∼ SU(4) R-symmetry under which
the gauge field is neutral, the scalars transform in the 6, and the Weyl spinors ψaα are in the
4 while their conjugates ψaα˙ are in the 4. Notice that we have 4 complex two-component
spinors for a total of 16 real spinors as required for maximal supersymmetry.
The free particle supersymmetry variations of these fields can be determined by dimen-
sional reduction from 10-dimensional N=1 Yang-Mills:
δAµ = i
aσµψa + c.c.,
δφ
i = iaτ iabψ
b + c.c., (2.2)
δψ
a = F µνσµν
a + 2(τ i)abσµ∂
µφi¯b.
The τ i are elements of the reduced Spin(6) Clifford algebra. These variations will be
corrected at each order in the expansion of the action to ensure on-shell closure of the
algebra. We will follow the notation of [12,13] and parametrize these corrections as follows,
δAµ = i
aσµψa + 
a(Kµ)
b
a ψb + c.c.,
δφ
i = iaτ iabψ
b + aN iabψ
b + c.c., (2.3)
δψ
a = F µνσµν
a + 2(τ i)abσµ∂
µφi¯b +M
a
b 
b + Labb,
where K, L, M , and N are to be expanded order by order. Conformal invariance together
with maximal supersymmetry ensures that the metric on the moduli space is flat and non-
renormalized, so the first corrections encoded in K, L, M , and N are induced by L2. These
corrections are to be applied to the terms of L1 and will mix with the free variations acting
on L2. Therefore, these first corrections must be of order 2, 3, 3, and 2 for K, L, M , and
N , respectively.
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2.3 N = (2, 0) in d = 6
The (2, 0) tensor multiplet in six dimensions contains an antisymmetric tensor Bµν , five
scalars ΦI , I = 1, . . . , 5, and four symplectic-Majorana-Weyl fermions Ψa, a = 1, . . . , 4.
They transform under the Spin(5)R symmetry as 1, 5, and 4, respectively.
The tensor Bµν in six dimensions naturally has mass dimension 2 coming from the
vanishing dimension of a Wilson surface operator. The scalars and fermions have canonical
mass dimensions of 2 and 5/2, respectively. The tensor has an abelian gauge symmetry
Bµν → Bµν + ∂µΛν − ∂νΛµ. (2.4)
The exterior derivative of B is a three form Hµνλ = 3∂[µBνλ], which is gauge invariant.
A real three form in six-dimensional Minkowski space can be chosen to be self-dual or
anti-self-dual. This choice correlates with the choice of handedness of the fermions in the
supermultiplet. We will choose the fermions to have positive chirality, which implies the
tensor is anti-self-dual:
H = − ∗H. (2.5)
The fermions are in the (4,4) of Spin(5, 1)× Spin(5) ∼ Spin(5, 1)× Sp(2). These are
separately pseudoreal representations, so the fermions can be made real, with
Ψa ≡ (Ψa)TΓ0 = Mab(Ψb)TΓ0, (2.6)
where Mab is the symplectic structure on Sp(2); see, for example [24]. The fermions have
been chosen to have positive chirality: ΓV Ψ
a = Ψa, where ΓV = Γ
0 . . .Γ5.
The SUSY transformations of the tensor multiplet component fields, including higher
order corrections, are:
δBµν =− iaΓµνΨa + a(Kµν)abΨb,
δΦ
I =− ia(γI)abΨb + a(N I)abΨb, (2.7)
δΨ
a =
(
1
12
HµνλΓµνλδ
a
b + Γ
ρ∂ρΦ
I(γI)ab
)
b +Mab
b.
Here Γµ and γI are the gamma matrices of Spin(5, 1) and Spin(5), respectively, satisfying
{Γµ,Γν} = 2ηµν , {γI , γJ} = 2δIJ .
Again, conformal invariance and maximal supersymmetry ensure the metric is flat, and the
first corrections to K, M , and N are of order 2, 3, and 2, respectively.
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2.4 N = (2, 0) on R3,1 × T 2
We will also consider the (2, 0) multiplet and its SUSY variations on a space-time of the
form R3,1 × T 2, where we take the torus to be in the (x4, x5) plane. For this analysis,
we can restrict to a rectangular torus; there are interesting extensions to twisted cases
which generate non-simply-laced 4-dimensional gauge groups where including a θ-angle is
important, but we will not consider those cases here; see, for example, [34,35]. The Lorentz
Spin(5, 1) symmetry is spontaneously broken to Spin(3, 1). For fields with zero momentum
along the compact directions, the field content reduces to that of the 4-dimensional N = 4
multiplet, except for the presence of one periodic scalar. This scalar, a Wilson surface
variable, results from integration of B45 over the torus. The presence of this periodic scalar
breaks the Spin(6) symmetry of the 4-dimensional theory to Spin(5) acting on the non-
compact scalars.
When dealing with the (2, 0) theory on a torus, we will rescale the 6-dimensional fields to
have the scaling dimensions of the 4-dimensional theory. The rescaled scalars and fermions
will be denoted by lower case Greek letters, φ and ψ, as in 4 dimensions, with
φ ∼
√
VTΦ, ψ ∼
√
VTΨ, (2.8)
where VT = R4R5 is the volume of T
2. Since the scalars only have a Spin(5) symmetry
for non-zero
√
VT , we will still use upper case Latin letters to denote the Spin(5) vector
indices of φI , I = 1, 2, . . . 5.
The periodic scalar will be denoted φ6. With 4-dimensional canonical scaling dimen-
sions, this field has a period given by the inverse of the square root of the volume of the
torus:
φ6 ∼ φ6 + 2pi√
VT
. (2.9)
It is important to stress that this choice of normalization gives scalar kinetic terms of the
form, ∫
d4x ∂φ∂φ, (2.10)
without an overall 1
(g4)2
factor. This factor can be restored after making a choice of gauge
coupling; either (g4)
2 = R4/R5, or the S-dual choice R5/R4.
The free particle supersymmetry variations enjoy the full Spin(3, 1)×Spin(6) symmetry
of the 4-dimensional theory since their form is independent of the topology of the moduli
space. For a single multiplet, the moduli space is locally R5 × S1. The supersymmetry
variations are therefore identical to those of the 4-dimensional theory appearing in (2.2).
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This is certainly not true of the higher momentum terms! As we will see, those couplings
can detect the circle in the moduli space.
The fermions, originally in the (4,4) of Spin(5, 1) × Spin(5), decompose into (2,4) ⊕
(2,4) under the residual Spin(3, 1)× Spin(5) symmetry. Since the free particle supersym-
metry variations respect the full 4-dimensional symmetry group, this representation can
instead be viewed as the (2,4) ⊕ (2,4) of Spin(3, 1) × Spin(6). We will at times find it
more convenient to use one representation over the other. It should be clear which rep-
resentation we are considering by the choice of gamma matrices for the R-symmetry: τ i
denotes the Spin(6) representation, while γI denotes the Spin(5) representation.
3 Eight Fermion Terms for Rank One
We would like to examine the constraints imposed by sixteen supersymmetries on the four
derivative terms in 6 and 4 dimensions, and the solution that interpolates between them.
We begin by restricting to theories with rank one: the low-energy theory is either gauge
symmetry spontaneously broken to U(1), or the (2, 0) theory broken to a single free (2, 0)
multiplet. Our analysis will parallel that of [13,36]. In each dimension, we focus our analysis
on terms in L2 with eight fermions and no derivatives. These terms are the “top forms” of
the action at that order, and the simplest couplings to control.
3.1 N = (2, 0) in d = 6
In six dimensions, the interacting rank one (2, 0) theory has a moduli space that is R5/Z2.
There is a single scale in the problem which is the vacuum expectation value (VEV), denoted
V , for the scalar field where V 2 =
∑
I〈ΦIΦI〉. The k = 1 action describes the action for
a free tensor multiplet. Because of the chirality constraint on the tensor multiplet, we
should really describe the theory in terms of equations of motion rather than an action.
However, it is more intuitive to think in terms of an action. Since we are largely concerned
with the moduli-dependence of scalar and fermion couplings, using the terminology of an
action rather than equations of motion will not alter any physical conclusions, as long as
we impose the first order equation of motion on the chiral tensor (2.5).
The first interaction terms in the action appear at order k = 2. In a standard field
theory, these terms are expected to be produced from the integrating out of modes with
masses m2 ∼ V . For the (2, 0) theory, what should be integrated out is mysterious yet
the Coulomb branch effective action is nevertheless well-defined. In particular, consider an
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eight fermion term in L2. Since it cannot contain any derivatives, it must be composed
solely of moduli and fermions, schematically
L2 ⊃ f (8)(Φ)Ψ8. (3.1)
For the action to be supersymmetric, the variation of this term must either vanish or cancel
with the variation of some other term in the action. Let us focus on a particular variation
of the eight fermion term, specifically the supersymmetry variation acting on the moduli:
δL2 ⊃ (δΦ) ∂
∂Φ
(
f (8)(Φ)Ψ8
)
+ (δΨ)
∂
∂Ψ
(
f (8)(Φ)Ψ8
)
. (3.2)
The first term on the right contains 9 fermions. No other term in the SUSY variation of
L2 contains 9 fermions and no derivatives. However, it could be possible that the corrected
supersymmetry variations of (2.7) produce such a term when acting on L1. At this point,
the flat moduli space metric provides a nice simplification. Because the metric is flat, L1
contains at most 2 fermion couplings and no 4 fermion interactions which would couple to
curvature. Applying the corrected supersymmetry transformations (which are of order 3 at
most) cannot produce a 9 fermion term. We therefore find, as in [12], that the 9 fermion
term must vanish on its own:
(γI)abΨ
b
α
∂
∂ΦI
(
f (8)(Φ)Ψ8
)
= 0. (3.3)
To make this more precise, we need to classify the possible structures that can appear in
the action. Specifically, which representations occur in the antisymmetric product of eight
fermions. Since there are no derivatives in this term, the eight fermion product must be
Lorentz invariant on its own. However, it does not need to be Spin(5) invariant since we
can contract any Spin(5) vector indices with scalars to form an invariant coupling. Hence,
we expect the 8 fermion term to take the form,
f (8)Ψ8 ∼
∑
k
f
(8)
k (r)Φ
I1ΦI2 . . .ΦIkT I1I2...Ik , (3.4)
with T I1I2...Ik a completely symmetric tensor appearing in the product of eight fermions.
We have also introduced the Spin(5) invariant r2 =
∑
I(Φ
I)2.
We can determine which T I1...Ik are possible from contractions of the basic bilinears
appearing in the antisymmetric product of two fermions in the (4,4) of Spin(5, 1)×Spin(5):
ΨΓµγIJΨ, ΨΓµνλ+ γ
IΨ, ΨΓµνλ+ Ψ, (3.5)
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where Γµ are the six-dimensional reduced gamma matrices, γI are the gamma matrices of
Spin(5) and Γµνλ+ = Γ
[µνλ]
+ are the self-dual 3-index gamma matrices. We build a general
eight fermion term from some contraction of four of these bilinears. Since the scalars which
multiply the eight fermion term must be fully symmetric, we see that we can have no more
than one scalar associated with each bilinear. Therefore, we are limited to T I1...Ik with
0 ≤ k ≤ 4. It is possible to restrict the set of representations further by the use of various
Fierz identities. Instead, we will perform the same task using representation theory.3. In
the decomposition of ∧8(4,4), each T I1...Ik for 0 ≤ k ≤ 4 occurs precisely once, where we
now work in the basis where each T I1...Ik is a traceless irreducible representation of Spin(5).
We will find that supersymmetry and conformal invariance restrict the allowed repre-
sentations to only the traceless, symmetric four index tensor, T IJKL. To see this, we act
on (3.3) with the operator (γJ)ca∂Ψcα∂ΦJ . After summing over a and α, we obtain a weaker
supersymmetry condition:
∑
I
(
∂
∂ΦI
)2 (
f (8)(Φ)Ψ8
) ≡ ∆ (f (8)(Φ)Ψ8) = 0. (3.6)
This condition, unlike the original, does not mix fermion structures with different num-
bers of scalar contractions which are needed in f (8) to build a traceless representation.
Consider the Laplace equation on the four scalar structure first:
∆
(
f
(8)
4 (r)Φ
IΦJΦKΦLT IJKL
)
= 0 ⇒ d
2
dr2
f
(8)
4 (r) +
12
r
d
dr
f
(8)
4 (r) = 0, (3.7)
the solution of which is
f
(8)
4 (r) =
c(6)
r11
+ d (3.8)
where c(6) and d are numbers determined (in principle) through knowledge of the interacting
(2, 0) theory. Note that since there are no couplings for the (2, 0) theory, they have no
parametric dependence. We also must impose conformal invariance as a constraint. As
noted before, the fermions and scalars of the (2, 0) multiplet have mass dimensions of 5/2
and 2, respectively. From this, we see that the c(6) solution is conformally invariant, while
the constant is not; therefore, d = 0. The constant solution is also unphysical since it is not
suppressed as r →∞. In subsequent discussion, we will just ignore the constant solutions.
Next consider the structure with k scalars. The Laplace equation reads:
d2
dr2
f
(8)
k (r) +
4 + 2k
r
d
dr
f
(8)
k (r) = 0 ⇒ f (8)k (r) =
ck
r3+2k
. (3.9)
3We found the group-theoretic program LiE useful for this task [37]
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However, conformal invariance demands that f
(8)
k (r) be a homogeneous function of degree
−7 − k, since there are no dimensionful parameters. This uniquely fixes k = 4. We have
therefore determined the eight fermion term of the four derivative action up to a single
constant c(6).
With the eight fermion terms determined, the only remaining question is the extent
to which these couplings determine all the other couplings in L2. For maximally super-
symmetric Yang-Mills in 0 + 1-dimensions, it is known that all other couplings in L2 are
determined by the eight fermion terms [38–40]. It is basically the statement that there is
a single super-invariant of order 4 which terminates at eight fermions. The same is true in
3 + 1-dimensions [41–44]. We fully expect this to be true in six dimensions as well, but it
remains to be demonstrated.
3.2 N = 4 SYM in d = 4
The same analysis can be performed in four dimensions. Again, we find that supersymmetry
demands the eight fermion term have moduli dependence that is harmonic:
∆
(
f (8)(φ)ψ8
)
= 0. (3.10)
We are again restricted to considering eight fermion structures with fewer than 5 symmetric,
traceless Spin(6) vector indices. This time, a representation theory calculation with LiE
restricts,
ψ8 ⊃ Tm0 , T IJm2 , T IJKLm4 , (3.11)
where the mk label the number of linearly independent such terms appearing in the product
of eight fermions. In this case, m0 = m2 = 3 and m4 = 1.
The k scalar constraint is
d2
dr2
f
(8)
k (r) +
5 + 2k
r
d
dr
f
(8)
k (r) = 0 ⇒ f (8)k (r) =
ck
r3+2k
. (3.12)
Conformal invariance requires that f
(8)
k (r) be homogeneous of degree −8 − k, requiring
k = 4 as before. The constant appearing in this solution will be denoted c(4) in analogy
with six dimensions. Furthermore, since the four derivative action of N = 4 theories in four
dimensions is known to be one-loop exact [45], this coefficient will have no dependence on
the Yang-Mills coupling g2. It is satisfying to note dependence on only one constant. Had
there been two or more linearly independent four scalar structures, each with independent
coefficients, we would have a potential disagreement with many known results.
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3.3 N = (2, 0) on T 2
Next, we will show that c(6) and c(4) are simply related. We will do so by examining the
effective action of the six dimensional theory on the space-time R3,1×T 2 for a torus of finite
size. It is believed that in the limit of vanishing torus, this is the 4-dimensional N = 4
theory of the previous section. The eight fermion terms on the torus should interpolate
between 4 and 6 dimensions, agreeing with the 4 (6) dimensional result in the VT → 0 (∞)
limit. We will see that this matching actually specifies c(6) in terms of c(4).
With the conventions of the previous section, the basic fermion bilinears from which the
eight fermion terms can be built are
ψγIJψ
ψσµψ, ψσµγIψ, ψσµγIJψ (3.13)
ψσµνψ, ψσµνγIψ,
where complex conjugates should also be included where applicable. Wedging these struc-
tures together yields the following eight fermion structures:
ψ8 ⊃ Tm0 , T Im1 , T IJm2 , T IJKm3 , T IJKLm4 , (3.14)
where now m0 = 7, m1 = m2 = 6, m3 = 2, and m4 = 1. The functions f
(8)
k (r) that
multiply these structures now will depend on all the scalars where φI must appear in the
combination r =
√
φIφI and f
(8)
k must respect the periodicity of φ
6. We will Fourier expand
in this variable; the function which multiplies the ath structure with k scalars then takes
the form:
f
(8),a
k (r, φ
6) =
∑
n
f
(8),a
k,n (r)e
inφ6
√
Vt . (3.15)
Again consider a supersymmetry variation of the general eight fermion term f (8)ψ8. We
find that the piece with nine fermions must vanish,
τ iabψ
αb ∂
∂φi
(
f (8)ψ8
)
= (τ i)abψ
α˙
b
∂
∂φi
(
f (8)ψ8
)
= 0, (3.16)
where the two equations are Hermitian conjugates. Applying the operator
(τ j)ca
∂
∂ψαc
∂
∂φj
(3.17)
to the right hand side yields a Laplacian with the periodic scalar φ6 included:
∆
(
f (8)(r, φ6)ψ8
)
= 0. (3.18)
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As before, this leads to a homogeneous equation for the function f
(8),a
k (r, φ
6) which can be
separated into its Fourier components:
d2
dr2
f
(8),a
k,n +
4 + 2k
r
d
dr
f
(8),a
k,n − n2VTf (8),ak,n = 0. (3.19)
3.3.1 Zero-mode solutions
Focusing on the zero Fourier mode gives,
f
(8),a
k,0 = V
(5−k)/2
T
cak,0
r3+2k
, (3.20)
where the power of VT has been chosen so that ck,0 is dimensionless. Unlike the non-compact
cases, we can no longer rule out solutions based on conformal invariance since we have the
freedom to insert powers of VT for dimensional agreement.
3.3.2 Higher Fourier modes
Now we would like to examine the non-zero Fourier components of the functions f
(8),a
k (r, φ
6).
Consider the unique four scalar equation:
d2
dr2
f
(8)
4,n +
2ν + 1
r
d
dr
f
(8)
4,n − n2VTf (8)4,n = 0, ν = 11/2. (3.21)
The solution to this equation that is regular at r =∞ is given by a modified Bessel function
of the second kind:
f
(8)
4,n = c4,n|n|1/2V 6T
(
V
1/2
T r
)−ν
Kν(|n|rV 1/2T ), (3.22)
where factors of VT have been chosen so c4,n is dimensionless.
In principle we could solve the set of equations at each n in terms of these Bessel
function solutions, each with a seemingly independent coefficient. However, we expect
that in the limit of VT → 0, we should recover the 4-dimensional eight fermion term from
some combination of each of the terms on the torus. Here it is necessary that there are
contributions from each of the k scalar structures, which should recombine into a 4 scalar
structure of Spin(6).
This suggests that the coefficients of the different k scalar structures are actually not
independent and must be related. In fact, we will find that the more powerful SUSY
constraint of (3.16) demonstrates this. First note that the Bessel function Kν has the
following expansion for half-integer ν:
Km+1/2(z) = (pi/2z)
1/2e−z
m∑
n=0
(2z)−n
Γ(m+ n+ 1)
n!Γ(m− n+ 1) . (3.23)
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Our solution to the four scalar constraint equation can then be expanded as follows,
f
(8)
4,ne
inφ6
√
VT = c4,n|n|1/2V 6T
(
pi
2|n|
)1/2
e−|n|r
√
VT+inφ
6
√
VT
((
V
1/2
T r
)−6
+ . . .
)
, (3.24)
where the extra terms are more singular as r → 0. If we include the norm of the four
scalars, the least singular term behaves like
∼ 1
r2
e−|n|r
√
VT . (3.25)
For a term with k scalars, each solution will also have a least singular norm of r−2e−|n|r
√
VT .
Note that we are not relying on any asymptotic expansion for either small or large r since
we have an exact solution for each Fourier mode. The constraint (3.16) contains a piece
that only involves terms with this singular behavior which we can isolate,(
1
r
φIτ Iab − i sign(n)τ 6ab
)
ψbαh =
(
1
r
φI(τ I)ab − i sign(n)(τ 6)ab
)
ψbα˙h = 0, (3.26)
where I = 1, . . . , 5 and h denotes the eight fermion terms of order r−2e−|n|r
√
VT . Let us define
τ r = 1
r
φIτ I and apply the operator (τ r)ca∂ψcα to the leftmost constraint (and its conjugate
to the other constraint). Summing on repeated indices and adding the two constraints
gives:([
δcb − i sign(n)(τ r6)c b
] ∂
∂ψcα
ψbα +
[
δ bc − i sign(n)(τ r6) bc
] ∂
∂ψ
α˙
c
ψ
α˙
b
)
h = 0. (3.27)
Acting on an eight fermion term, the operator(
∂
∂ψaα
ψaα +
∂
∂ψ
α˙
a
ψ
α˙
a
)
h = 8h, (3.28)
so we have (
8− i sign(n)
(
(τ r6)c b
∂
∂ψcα
ψbα + (τ
r6) bc
∂
∂ψ
α˙
c
ψ
α˙
b
))
h = 0. (3.29)
Using the same arguments as in [36], any Lorentz-invariant eight fermion term must have
an equal number of ψa1 and ψ
a
2 as well as an equal number of ψ1˙a and ψ2˙a. Additionally,
because of the Pauli matrix identities,
σµαα˙σ
ββ˙
µ = 2δ
β
α δ
β˙
α˙ , etc., (3.30)
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we can construct any eight fermion term from combinations of
ψ1τ
ijkψ2ψ1τ
lmnψ2ψ1τ
opqψ2ψ1τ
stuψ2 + c.c,
ψ1τ
ijkψ2ψ1τ
lmnψ2ψ1τ
opqψ2ψ1˙τ
stuψ2˙ + c.c, (3.31)
ψ1τ
ijkψ2ψ1τ
lmnψ2ψ1˙τ
opqψ2˙ψ1˙τ
stuψ2˙,
where i, j, . . . , u = 1, . . . , 6, r.
The operator appearing in (3.29) acts on one of the basic bilinears of (3.31) as follows,
i sign(n)
(
(τ r6)c b
∂
∂ψcα
ψbα + (τ
r6) bc
∂
∂ψ
α˙
c
ψ
α˙
b
)
ψ1τ
ijkψ2 = ψ1
(
i sign(n)[τ r6, τ ijk]
)
ψ2, (3.32)
with a similar result for the conjugate bilinear. We evaluate the commutator appearing on
the right hand side of (3.32),
[τ r6, τ ijk] = 6
(
τ rδ6[iτ jk] − δr[iτ jk]τ 6) . (3.33)
Using this result, we see that the operator appearing in (3.29) has eigenvalues of 2, 0,−2
acting on a bilinear, where the eigenvalue of 2 corresponds to the bilinear
ψ1
(
τ ijr − i sign(n)τ ij6)ψ2, i, j 6= r, 6. (3.34)
Therefore to satisfy the constraint equation, we must replace every bilinear in (3.31) with
the above bilinear (or its conjugate) and contract the remaining indices with each other
to form a Spin(5) invariant term. It would appear that we are left with at least three
independent eight fermion terms in h, each with an undetermined, independent coefficient.
However, again following [36], we can rule out all but one eight fermion term.
Acting on the equation (3.26) with τ r yields for positive n:(
I − iτ r6)a
b
ψbαh =
(
I − iτ r6) b
a
ψbα˙h = 0. (3.35)
The operators (I ± iτ r6) /2 are complementary projection operators with trace equal to 2
and eigenvalues 1 or 0. This implies that each operator has two non-zero eigenvalues and
two zero eigenvalues. Therefore, we can separate both ψ and ψ separately into two classes:
those that vanish when operated on with (I − iτ r6) /2 and those that are invariant. That
h vanishes when multiplied by each of the latter type of fermion implies that it is built
from this type of fermion. Since there are eight of these (counting barred and unbarred),
we have completely determined h which is composed of the following fermions:
h ∼ ψ(−,1)1 ψ(−,1)2 ψ(−,2)1 ψ(−,2)2 ψ
(−,1)
1˙ ψ
(−,1)
2˙ ψ
(−,2)
1˙ ψ
(−,2)
2˙ . (3.36)
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The ψ(−,i) are the non-vanishing components of (I − iτ r6)ψA, and similarly for the barred
fermions. There is additionally a Spin(5) structure attached to this term.
Let us write this eight fermion coupling in a more convenient way. Such a term will
arise from some combination of the contractions of the third term appearing in (3.31) in
which each bilinear is replaced with the eigenbilinear of (3.34). Let us use Bij to denote
(τ ijr − i sign(n)τ ij6) and write the combination of contractions as follows,
S ≡ a1ψ1Bijψ2ψ1Bijψ2ψ1˙Bklψ2˙ψ1˙Bklψ2˙
+a2ψ1B
ijψ2ψ1B
jkψ2ψ1˙B
klψ2˙ψ1˙B
liψ2˙ (3.37)
+a3ψ1B
ijψ2ψ1B
klψ2ψ1˙B
ijψ2˙ψ1˙B
klψ2˙
+a4ψ1B
ijψ2ψ1B
klψ2ψ1˙B
jkψ2˙ψ1˙B
liψ2˙,
where the relative values of a1, a2, a3, a4 are determined by the constraint that S has the
fermion content required for h (3.36). Note that S contains all of the scalar structures so
we have determined h for any positive n,4
h = cnn
1/2V 6T
(
1
V
1/2
T r
)11/2
r4e−nr
√
VT
(
pi
2nrV
1/2
T
)1/2
einφ
6
√
VTS. (3.38)
We can extract any k scalar term from S. The factor of
e−nr
√
VT
(
pi
2nrV
1/2
T
)1/2
(3.39)
in h can then be replaced with the Bessel function K3/2+k(nrV
1/2
T ) to give the homogeneous
k scalar solution. Thus the solution to the constraint equation for each n and for any
number of scalars is completely determined up to the choice of the constant cn. It now
remains to determine these constants.
3.3.3 Determining the coefficients cn
To determine cn, we will use our knowledge that the coefficient functions should reduce to
those of N = 4 SYM in the vanishing torus limit VT → 0. Let us consider the 4-dimensional
four scalar term,
f
(8)
4 =
c(4)
(r2 + (φ6)2)6
φiφjφkφlT ijkl, (3.40)
4For negative n we must construct our eight fermion term from the other type of fermion ψ(+,i), which
are non-vanishing eigenvectors of the I + iτ r6 projector.
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where we have separated out φ6 from the other scalars. If we choose a term that does not
involve φ6 contracted with T , it must descend from the four scalar term on the torus as
VT → 0.
To extract the cn, we will first make the coefficient of the 4-dimensional eight fermion
term (discussed in section 3.2) periodic in φ6 by summing over translations. We denote this
periodic coefficient function by Fp:
Fp =
∑
n
c(4)
(r2 + (φ6 + nV
−1/2
T )
2)6
=
∑
n
c(4)V
6
T
((V
1/2
T r)
2 + (V
1/2
T φ
6 + n)2)6
,
≡
∑
n
F (V
1/2
T φ
6 + n). (3.41)
This is equal by Poisson resummation to
Fp =
∑
n
Fˆ (n)einφ
6
√
VT , (3.42)
where Fˆ is the Fourier transform of F . We see that the nth Fourier component in the series
of Fp is
F (n)p = c(4)V
6
T
2pi1/2
5!
(
n
2rV
1/2
T
)11/2
r4K11/2(nrV
1/2
T ). (3.43)
This agrees precisely with the form required by supersymmetry (3.22). This need not have
been the case, but it seems to be generally true for order 4 interactions probably because
the supersymmetry constraints imply a harmonic equation without source. For higher order
interactions, we do not expect this to be true.
In this case, however, we can compare (3.43) to the component extracted from (3.38)
which yields:
cn = c(4)
(
n5
√
pi
29/25!
)
, n 6= 0. (3.44)
Now that we have determined all of the non-zero Fourier modes of the eight fermion term
on R3,1 × T 2, we can examine the n = 0 modes again. In particular, we will make the
claim that cak,0 = 0 for k 6= 4, while c4,0 ∝ c(4). To show this last statement, we replace cn
in (3.38) with (3.44). To isolate the four scalar structure, we then make the replacement
prescribed just after (3.38). Taking the n→ 0 limit yields:
c4,0 = c(4)
(
63pi
28
)
. (3.45)
Next, we isolate the k < 4 scalar structures and again take the n → 0 limit, this time
yielding cak,0 = 0.
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We have yet to show that c(4) is related to c(6), as was our stated intent. However, this
is clear from the form of the 4 scalar zero mode solution. After rescaling the fields to have
their 6-dimensional dimensions,
φ ∼
√
VTΦ, ψ ∼
√
VTΨ,
we see that the four scalar structure on the torus is simply the dimensional reduction of
the four scalar eight fermion term in six dimensions. Therefore, we have found that
c(4) ∝ c4,0 ∝ c(6). (3.46)
4 Six Derivative Couplings in Six Dimensions
For Yang-Mills theories with maximal supersymmetry in dimension four or lower, the top
form for the six derivative interactions is a 12 fermion coupling. Surprisingly, this is not the
case for the (2, 0) theory with rank one. If one attempts to build a suitable Lorentz invariant
combination of twelve fermions which transform in the (4,4) of Spin(5, 1)×Spin(5), where
suitable means contractable with scalars to give a Spin(5) invariant, one finds that none
exist. Rather, checking the representations which appear in the wedge product of (4,4),
we find that the first potential top form actually consists of 1 derivative and 10 fermions.
This is a consequence of the chiral nature of the theory.
Let us focus on top forms which contain 1 three-form field strength H and 10 fermions,
with some number of scalars. The possibilities of this type are,
f0(r)H
µνλTµνλ + f1(r)Φ
IHµνλT Iµνλ + . . .+ f3(r)Φ
IΦJΦKHµνλT IJKµνλ , (4.1)
where T I1I2...Ikµνλ is a product of ten fermions with the given antisymmetrized Lorentz indices
and traceless symmetrized Spin(5) indices. The strategy we follow will be to show that a
specific variation of this top form can only be cancelled by variations of terms coming from
the four derivative action and, in particular, that this variation cannot vanish on its own.
This is an extension of the top form reasoning of [12].
The lowest order supersymmetry variation acting on a scalar in these terms results in
a term with 1 H-field and 11 fermions. Such a variation must either vanish on its own, or
cancel against the variation of another term in the action; schematically:
ΨγI
∂
∂ΦI
(
f(Φ)HΨ10
)
= sources. (4.2)
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What are the possible sources that contain a single H-field and 11 fermions? Since there is
no 12 fermion term in the action, no other free supersymmetry variation of the terms in L3
will produce a coupling with an H and 11 fermions.
What about corrections to the supersymmetry variations acting on lower order terms?
Such corrections can be induced from either the four or six derivative terms in the action.
First consider corrections induced by the four derivative terms. These corrections contain
at most 6 fermions. When acting on the two derivative action, they only mix with the
variation of terms of order 4. However, they could produce a source for (4.2) when acting
on the terms of order 4.
What about the corrections to the supersymmetry transformations induced by L3?
These corrections contain at most 10 fermions so there could be an 11 fermion variation
generated by acting with these corrections acting on the fermion kinetic term. However,
because this correction contains 10 fermions, it cannot contain an H since that would
increase its order. It also cannot contain a “naked” B-field because of gauge invariance.
Therefore, the only possible source terms come from the corrections to the supersymmetry
variations induced by L2 acting on the terms in L2. Fortunately, those are the terms we
just analyzed in section 3.
We have not yet ruled out a solution to the supersymmetry constraint without sources.
Let us do that. Consider the solution to the homogeneous constraint, i.e., the solution
to (4.2) with the source terms zero. Acting on the left with γJ ∂
∂Ψ
∂
∂ΦJ
leads to:
∆
(
f(Φ)HΨ10
)
= 0 ⇒ f ′′k (r) +
4 + 2k
r
f ′k(r) = 0, (4.3)
where fk(r) are the functions appearing in (4.1). Conformal invariance requires that fk be
homogeneous of degree −11−k, which is not a solution to (4.3) for k = 0, 1, 2, 3. Therefore,
there are no homogeneous solutions to the supersymmetry constraint on the six derivative
top form – this term must be entirely determined by the four derivative source. Note that
in the language of the previous section, such a source term would be proportional to c2(6).
This is because the supersymmetry corrections induced by the four derivative action will
come with a factor of c(6). When one of these corrections acts on a four derivative term
giving a source, the result will be proportional to c2(6).
5 Extension to Rank N
In this section, we will extend our preceeding results for the four derivative terms in the
effective action to the case of an arbitrary rank N gauge group broken to its diagonal
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subgroup U(1)N for the case of Yang-Mills, or the analogous statement for the (2, 0) theory.
Our analysis extends the work of [14]. For the moment, let us specialize to 4-dimensional
N = 4 Yang-Mills; we will see that with only minor adjustments, the same methods will
apply to (2, 0)N as well.
On the Coulomb branch, maximally broken N = 4 with gauge group G of rank N
contains N massless abelian supermultiplets containing,
AµA, ψA, φ
i
A, (5.1)
where A = 1, 2, . . . N labels the Cartan of G. Since these are abelian multiplets, we can
parametrize their supersymmetry transformations as follows,
δφ
i
A =iτ
iψA + N
i
ABψB + c.c.,
δA
µ
A =iσ
µψA + K
µ
ABψB + c.c., (5.2)
δψA =F
µν
A σµν+ 2τ
i(σµ∂
µφiA)+MA+ LA.
The corrections K, L, M and N are graded by derivative order as before. Conformal
symmetry and maximal supersymmetry ensure that the metric on the moduli space is flat in
both 4 and 6 dimensions. Again the first corrections to the supersymmetry transformations
occur for K, L, M and N of order 2, 3, 3 and 2, respectively. This implies a maximum
number of fermions in K, L, M and N of 4, 6, 6 and 4. As before, we focus on the eight
fermion terms in the four derivative action whose variation must vanish. This leads to
following constraint: (
iτ iψA + iτ
iψA
) ∂
∂φiA
(
f (8)(φ)ψ8
)
= 0. (5.3)
Since  is arbitrary, this implies two separate equations:
τ iabψ
b
A
∂
∂φiA
(
f (8)(φ)ψ8
)
=0,
(τ i)abψbA
∂
∂φiA
(
f (8)(φ)ψ8
)
=0. (5.4)
It will be convenient in the following discussion to change notation so that f (8) represents
not just the moduli dependence, but also the 8 fermions in this term. From the reality
condition on the spinors of the (2, 0) theory, there would be only one analogous equation
in that case.
Unlike the rank 1 case, f (8) now has a much more complicated dependence on the moduli
and fermions since there are N types of each field. Let us choose a particular direction in
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the Cartan algebra, say A = 1, and grade the 8 fermion terms according to how many ψ1
fermions they contain:
f (8)(φ) =
8∑
i=0
f
(8)
i (φ). (5.5)
Each f
(8)
i contains i fermions associated with the A = 1 Cartan direction. The first of our
invariance equations then implies,
τ iabψ
b
1
∂
∂φi1
(
f
(8)
7 (φ)
)
+
∑
A 6=1
τ iabψ
b
A
∂
∂φiA
(
f
(8)
8 (φ)
)
= 0. (5.6)
Multiplying this equation by ψa1 and summing over a yields∑
A 6=1
ψa1τ
i
abψ
b
A
∂
∂φiA
(
f
(8)
8 (φ)
)
= 0, (5.7)
where we have used
ψa1τ
i
abψ
b
1 ≡ ψαa1 τ iabεαβψβb1 = 0, (5.8)
since both τ i and ε are antisymmetric in their indices. In six dimensions, an analogous
relation holds.
Now since f
(8)
8 only contains ψ1, the contribution from each A 6= 1 must separately
vanish:
τ iabψ
b
1
∂
∂φiA
(
f
(8)
8 (φ)
)
= 0, (5.9)
where A = 1 is also included since it is implied by the vanishing of the term with 9 ψ1.
Continuing as in [14], we apply the operator (τ j)caφjA
(
∂
∂ψ1c
)
to the above equation while
simultaneously applying the conjugate operator to the conjugate equation. Summing these
two and summing over a gives,(
8φi
∂
∂φiA
+ φiA
∂
∂φjA
(
(τ ij)ca
∂
∂ψc1
ψa1 + (τ
ij)ac
∂
∂ψc1
ψa1
))
f
(8)
8 = 0, (5.10)
where we used (
∂
∂ψc1
ψc1 +
∂
∂ψc1
ψc1
)
f
(8)
8 = 8f
(8)
8 . (5.11)
Since f
(8)
8 is Spin(6) invariant, a Spin(6) rotation on the bosons must be compensated
by the corresponding rotation acting on the fermions:∑
A
(
φiA
∂
∂φjA
− φjA
∂
∂φiA
)
f
(8)
8 = −
1
2
(
ψ1τ
ij ∂
∂ψ1
+ ψ1τ
ij ∂
∂ψ1
)
f
(8)
8 . (5.12)
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After summing on A, we therefore find(
8r
∂
∂r
− 1
2
∑
i<j
(
τ ij
∂
∂ψ1
ψ1 + τ
ij ∂
∂ψ1
ψ1
)2)
f
(8)
8 = 0, (5.13)
where r ≡∑i,A(φiA)2. This can be rewritten as(
8r
∂
∂r
+ 2ρ1(C)
)
f
(8)
8 = 0, (5.14)
where ρ1(C) is the value of the Spin(6) Casimir in the product of 8 ψ1 appearing in f
(8)
8 .
The most general f
(8)
8 has a product of 8 ψ1 fermions contracted with scalars φ
i
A to make
a Spin(6) scalar. Any Spin(6) invariant function of scalars can multiply this structure.
However, conformal invariance requires that f
(8)
8 be a homogeneous function of the scalars
of degree −8. This implies that ρ1(C) = 32. In six dimensions, the homogeneity would be
of degree −7, giving ρ1(C) = 28. Armed with this constraint from conformal invariance,
we can deduce the highest weight of the Spin(6) representations appearing in f
(8)
8 .
For the rank 3 group Spin(6), we choose an orthonormal basis on the weight space of
{w1, w2, w3} with positive roots wi ± wj, i < j. The sum of positive roots is
2δ = 4w1 + 2w2. (5.15)
For a representation with highest weight λ, the value of the Casimir in that representation
is,
ρ(C) = 〈λ+ 2δ, λ〉. (5.16)
Let the highest weight of the representations appearing in f
(8)
8 be expressed as
aw1 + bw2 + cw3 (5.17)
for integers a, b, c satisfying a ≥ b ≥ |c|. Then,
32 = 〈(4 + a)w1 + (2 + b)w2 + cw3, aw1 + bw2 + cw3〉,
= a(a+ 4) + b(b+ 2) + c2, (5.18)
whose only solution is a = 4, b = c = 0. This is the traceless, totally symmetric 4 index
tensor representation, which is precisely the representation which appeared previously for
a rank 1 gauge group. The preceding analysis can be applied straightforwardly to six
dimensions, which yields agreement with the rank 1 case as well by restricting to the
symmetrized, traceless 4 index tensor representation.
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It will be useful for us to arrive at this same conclusion in another way.5 Choose
the Spin(6) generator τ 12 to be an element of the Cartan subalgebra, and also choose
coordinates in the weight space such that the basis vector w1 is dual to τ
12. We can then
decompose the fermions into eigenvectors of the fermionic 1 - 2 rotation generator appearing
in (5.12),
ψaA = ψ
a+
A + ψ
a−
A ,
ψaA = ψ
+
aA + ψ
−
aA, (5.19)
where the “+” fermions have eigenvalue i/2 and the “−” fermions have eigenvalue −i/2
when acted on by the 1 - 2 component of the rotation operator appearing in (5.12). Note
that these eigenvalues are a consequence of τ 12 squaring to −I.
Additionally, we define momenta conjugate to the bosons, φiA:[
φiA,Π
j
A
]
= iδijδAB. (5.20)
Under the 1 - 2 generator of Spin(6) rotations appearing in (5.12), the momenta ΠiA for
i 6= 1, 2 have eigenvalue zero. The two momenta with i = 1, 2 can be written in terms of
eigenvectors as follows,
Π1A =
1
2
(∂zA + ∂z¯A) ,
Π2A = −
i
2
(∂zA − ∂z¯A) , (5.21)
where ∂zA and ∂z¯A have eigenvalues −i and i, respectively. The supersymmetry con-
straints (5.4) can be written
Qaf
(8) = Qaf
(8) = 0, (5.22)
Qa = iτ
iψAΠ
i
A, Qa = iτ
iψAΠ
i
A,
where the supercharges Qa, Qa each decompose into four pieces which act differently on
the w1 component of the weights of the fermionic and bosonic operators composing f
(8).
The four pieces, which we will label as Q
(+,i)
a and Q
(−,i)
a , with i = 1, 2 (with similar
expressions for Qa) act in the following way: Q
(+,1)
a and Q
(+,2)
a raise the total w1 component
of the weight by 1/2. The first raises the bosonic contribution by 1 and lowers the fermionic
contribution by 1/2 while the second raises the fermionic contribution by 1/2 and does
not change the bosonic contribution; Q
(−,1)
a and Q
(−,2)
a lower the total w1 component of
5We would like to thank M. Stern for clarification on this and subsequent points.
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the weight by 1/2, with the first lowering the bosonic contribution by 1 and raising the
fermionic contribution by 1/2, while the second lowers the fermionic contribution by 1/2
and does not change the bosonic contribution.
Since f
(8)
8 is a Spin(6) scalar, it is both a highest and lowest weight state and it must
be annihilated by each of the Q and Q separately. In particular, it must be annihilated by
the piece in Q
(−,1)
a that contains only the first Cartan element which can be written,
Q(−,1)a ⊃ dz1Ω∂z1 , (5.23)
where dz1Ω is a certain linear combination of ψ
a+
1 and Ω = 1, 2, 3, 4. That this operator
annihilates f
(8)
8 implies that it is either anti-holomorphic in z1 or a product of all four
dz1Ω. However, if f
(8)
8 were anti-holomorphic in z1, it must necessarily be constant since it
is bounded almost everywhere, and the only physical singularities in the moduli space are
real codimension 6. A constant solution is unphysical since f
(8)
8 must vanish as we approach
infinity along any non-singular direction. Therefore,
f
(8)
8 ∝
4∏
Ω=1
dz1Ω. (5.24)
Additionally, consideration of the analogous constraint from Q
(−,1)
a gives
f
(8)
8 ∝
4∏
Ω=1
4∏
Λ=1
dz1Ωdz1Λ, (5.25)
where dz1Λ is the object corresponding to dz1Λ but composed of ψ
a+
1 . This product of
fermions has highest weight of 4w1 as required by conformal invariance.
Furthermore, since f
(8)
8 is proportional to all eight “+” type fermions, the entire eight
fermion term f (8) vanishes if f
(8)
8 does. This is because, with f
(8)
8 = 0, each component
of f
(8)
7 must be annihilated by dz1Ω∂z1 ; however, this implies that f
(8)
7 ∝ f (8)8 = 0. This
reasoning iterates for each f
(8)
i . All of f
(8) is then determined via supersymmetry from the
known function f
(8)
8 whose fermion-dependence is identical to the rank 1 situation.
All of the preceding reasoning applies to the 6-dimensional rank N theory with changes
only in notation but not in content. In the rank 1 analysis, we were able to completely
determine the eight fermion term up to a single constant. Here so far, we have determined
the rank N eight fermion couplings in terms of a function f
(8)
8 of the moduli. We would
now like to argue that it is again true that we can fix the eight fermion terms in 4 and 6
dimensions up to a constant and further that these constants are related.
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5.1 Solving for f
(8)
8 in 4 and 6 dimensions
We can do more than just determine the representation appearing in f
(8)
8 ; we can, in fact,
determine f
(8)
8 up to a constant as in the rank 1 case. We will use the analogue of the
harmonicity constraint from the rank 1 analysis, which we deduce by acting on (5.9) with
the operator τ j ∂
∂ψ1
∂
∂φjA
, with no sum on A. This gives a collection of equations,
6∑
i=1
(
∂
∂φiA
)2
f
(8)
8 = 0, (5.26)
whose solutions are functions termed pluri-harmonic in [14]. Let us focus on the A = 1 case.
In gauge theory, we know that the eight fermion term is only allowed to diverge when a
non-abelian symmetry appears. The same singularity structure is true for the (2, 0) theory.
For an AN gauge group and A = 1, these loci correspond to φ
i
1 = φ
i
B for some B 6= 1.
For a general gauge group, we parametrize these loci as follows [46]: introduce the Weyl
basis {HA, E+αˆ, E−αˆ}. The HA, A = 1, . . . N are the generators of the Cartan and ±αˆ are
the positive and negative roots. For a rank N gauge group completely broken to U(1)N ,
the massless scalar fields are valued in the Cartan,
φi =
∑
A
φiAHA, (5.27)
where this defines φiA used previously. A non-abelian gauge symmetry generated by Eαˆ is
restored if [φi, Eαˆ] = 0. If we write
αˆ =
∑
A
αAwA, (5.28)
where wA are the basis vectors in the root space dual to the HA (not to be confused with
the basis of the Spin(6) R-symmetry root space introduced earlier), then the vanishing of
the commutator [φi, Eαˆ] corresponds to
φiαˆ ≡
∑
A
αAφ
i
A = 0. (5.29)
For an AN gauge group, this reduces to our previous assertion since each root αˆ is given
by the difference of two basis vectors in (the traceless subspace of) the root space RN+1.
The general solution to the pluri-harmonicity constraint with singularities only at loci of
enhanced symmetry, and which also vanishes as φ1 → ∞ in almost all directions, is given
by:
f
(8)
8 =
∑
αˆ∈Λ1
cαˆφ
i
αˆφ
j
αˆφ
k
αˆφ
l
αˆ
|φαˆ|12 T
ijkl. (5.30)
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The sum here is over roots in the subspace Λ1 of root space defined such that for each
αˆ ∈ Λ1, α1 > 0, i.e., Λ1 consists of those positive roots with a nonzero w1 component.
We restrict to this subspace in order to ensure the vanishing of this eight fermion term as
|φ1| → ∞.
In fact, for a simply-laced classical gauge group, the action of the Weyl group ensures
that cαˆ = c(4) for any αˆ ∈ Λ1, where c(4) depends on the group G. Interestingly, it is known
that for 4-dimensional N = 4 Yang-Mills, each cαˆ is determined by a single constant c(4)
for any gauge group [46].
The same arguments in six dimensions lead to:
f
(8)
8 = c(6)
∑
αˆ∈Λ1
ΦIαˆΦ
J
αˆΦ
K
αˆ Φ
L
αˆ
|Φαˆ|11 T
IJKL. (5.31)
Here we have made the replacement cαˆ = c(6). If this were not true, we will find disagreement
with the 4-dimensional result on torus compactification.
5.2 Connecting c(4) and c(6)
We will proceed as in the rank 1 analysis to show that c(4) and c(6) are simply related by
studying the toroidally compactified (2, 0)N theory where the torus T
2 again has volume VT .
On the torus, we have the same supersymmetry constraint on the eight fermion term as in
4 dimensions, since the free particle supersymmetry variations cannot detect the existence
of a compact direction in the moduli space:
τ iabψ
b
A
∂
∂φiA
(
f (8)(φ)
)
=0,
(τ i)abψbA
∂
∂φiA
(
f (8)(φ)
)
=0. (5.32)
The sum over i includes both the non-compact directions i = 1, . . . 5 and the compact
direction i = 6. We again grade the eight fermion term according to the number of preferred
fermions ψ1, and as before, we arrive at constraints on f
(8)
8 :
τ iabψ
b
1
∂
∂φiA
(
f
(8)
8 (φ)
)
= 0. (5.33)
These constraints imply pluri-harmonicity of f
(8)
8 on the moduli space.
As can be checked, the arguments which led to the assertion that f
(8)
8 has a highest
weight of 4w1 are also independent of the shape of the moduli space. Therefore f
(8)
8 , as
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a representation of Spin(6), is in the traceless symmetric four component tensor repre-
sentation. However, under the manifest Spin(5) subgroup, this decomposes into the sum
of traceless, symmetric, k component tensor representations for 0 ≤ k ≤ 4. The pluri-
harmonic constraint acting on these structures will produce a sequence of Bessel equations
as we saw in the rank 1 analysis.
At this point, we will restrict to classical simply-laced groups. The exceptional groups
can be handled in a similar way, but there are some potential complications that we will
avoid here. Let us Fourier expand in each of the periodic scalars φ6A,
f
(8)
8 =
∑
~n
f
(8)
8,~ne
i~n·~φ6√VT , (5.34)
where ~n · ~φ6 = ∑A nAφ6A and nA ∈ Z. Each f (8)8,~n is itself a sum of contributions from each
of the k scalar structures. If we focus on the ~n = 0 mode and the four scalar structure then
the solution with appropriate singularities and asymptotic behavior is
f
(8)
8 = c(6)V
1/2
T
∑
α∈Λ+
φIαφ
J
αφ
K
α φ
L
α
|φα|11 T
IJKL. (5.35)
The coefficient c(6) in this expression is the same as we would find in the case of six non-
compact dimensions; this can be seen from taking the decompactification limit. Further-
more, we again find that our solution for the non-zero Fourier modes implies that the zero
mode contributions from structures with fewer than 4 scalars must vanish, so we ignore
them.
Next focus on the non-zero modes and consider the weaker constraint derived from (5.26)
by summing over the Cartan label A:∑
A
∆Af
(8)
8 =
∑
A
(
∆′A +
(
∂
∂φ6A
)2)
f
(8)
8 = 0. (5.36)
In the first equality we have defined the operator ∆′A to be the Laplacian over the non-
compact part of the moduli space associated with the Ath Cartan element. Substituting
the expansion of f
(8)
8 found in (5.34) gives:∑
~n
(∑
A
∆′A − |~n|2VT
)
f
(8)
8,~ne
i~n·~φ6√VT = 0. (5.37)
Linear independence of the exponentials implies:(∑
A
∆′A − |~n|2VT
)
f
(8)
8,~n = 0. (5.38)
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For the pluri-harmonic solutions in non-compact space, we found that f
(8)
8 was given by
a sum of functions each depending only on a single φαˆ associated with a root αˆ ∈ Λ1. This
must again be the case for the non-compact scalars, φI , with manifest Spin(5) symmetry
in order to agree with the 4-dimensional limit. We will see that supersymmetry requires
the same structure for the compact scalars.
Therefore, we make the expansion
f
(8)
8,~n(φ
I
A) =
∑
αˆ∈Λ1
f
(8),αˆ
8,~n (φ
I
αˆ). (5.39)
Note we are not using the stronger claim that even the dependence on φ6A is organized this
way. We will nevertheless see that the pluri-harmonic constraint demands that this is the
case. Making a change of basis,6 ∑
A
∆′A =
∑
αˆ
|αˆ|2∆′αˆ, (5.40)
we arrive at the weaker harmonic constraint(|αˆ|2∆′αˆ − |~n|2VT ) f (8),αˆ8,~n = 0. (5.41)
Alternatively, we could have considered the full pluri-harmonicity requirement by not
summing over A. With the same ansatz, this would lead to:(
(αA)
2∆′αˆ − (nA)2VT
)
f
(8),αˆ
8,~n = 0. (5.42)
For both constraints to be simultaneously satisfied, we must insist that f
(8),αˆ
8,~n vanishes unless
~n ∝ αˆ. This allows us to rewrite the Fourier expansion of f (8)8 as follows:
f
(8)
8 =
∑
αˆ∈Λ1
∑
nαˆ
f
(8),αˆ
8,nαˆ
einαˆφ
6
αˆ
√
VT /|αˆ|. (5.43)
For the simply-laced Lie algebras we are considering, |αˆ| = √2. We will make this replace-
ment later.
Now focus on the eight fermion term for just one αˆ ∈ Λ1 since the Weyl group will
determine the rest. Separate f
(8),αˆ
8,nαˆ
into its contributions from the k scalar structures,
f
(8),αˆ
8,nαˆ
=
∑
k
f αˆk,nαˆ(rαˆ)φ
I1
αˆ . . . φ
Ik
αˆ T
I1...Ik , (5.44)
6For the DN case, we should restrict the sum in (5.40) over αˆ to roots in Λ1 of the form w1 + wj for
j > 1. The Weyl group contains an element relating w1 +wj to w1−wj which can be used to generate the
remaining αˆ ∈ Λ1. This restriction removes any worries about linear dependence in making the change of
basis.
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where we define the Spin(5) invariant combination rαˆ =
√
φIαˆφ
I
αˆ. The Laplace equation
now reads: (
d2
dr2αˆ
+
2k + 4
rαˆ
d
drαˆ
− n
2
αˆVT
2
)
f αˆk,nαˆ = 0. (5.45)
This is exactly the Bessel equation that appeared in (3.21). In fact, from this point forward
the analysis proceeds exactly as in section 3.3. In particular, we can use (5.33) to arrive at
the analogue of (3.26), which relates all of the k scalar structures at leading order in 1/rαˆ.
This relation is,(
1
rαˆ
φIαˆτ
I − isign(nαˆ)τ 6
)
ψ1h1 =
(
1
rαˆ
φIαˆτ
I − isign(nαˆ)τ 6
)
ψ1h1 = 0, (5.46)
where h1 consists of those (ψ1)
8 terms with leading 1/rαˆ behavior, as before. Continuing
in this way, we see that the k scalar structures at level nαˆ are related and completely
determined up to a coefficient cnαˆ . Again, comparison with the 4-dimensional coefficient
via Poisson resummation gives:
c(4) ∝ cnαˆ ∝ c(6). (5.47)
6 The Conformal Anomaly of (2, 0)N
As we have shown, the eight fermion terms of the (2, 0)N theory with the analogue of
gauge group G broken to its maximal torus are determined by their dimensional reduction
to N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. As we discussed in section 3.1, we expect
in both 4 and 6 dimensions that the eight fermion terms determine the rest of the four
derivative couplings by supersymmetry. Under this assumption, we will consider the whole
four derivative action to be multiplied by a coefficient (c(4) or c(6) in our prior discussion).
The value of this coefficient can be determined by comparison with a known loop result.
Consider the four derivative action in four dimensions. So far, our results have not
required choosing any special values for the moduli. Let us now specialize to a particular
corner of the moduli space where the VEV of the scalar associated with our preferred Cartan
direction, φi1, is much larger than any other VEV: v1  vA, A 6= 1. Additionally, choose
the other VEVs to be approximately equal. The effective action is then well approximated
by that of the gauge group G broken to H ×U(1), where the U(1) factor is associated with
the preferred Cartan direction. In a brane picture, we cluster N − 1 branes close to each
other and take a single brane far away. This kind of limit was considered in [47]. In this
limit, we can separate terms in the effective action
Leff ∼ LU(1) + LH + Lmixed, (6.1)
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where the terms in Lmixed are composed of products of approximately H-invariant operators
and U(1) fields. A discussion of mixed operators of this type in relation to the a-theorem
can be found in [48].
We will also change our basis for the the moduli to include the dilaton τ , which is the
Nambu-Goldstone boson associated with the spontaneous breaking of conformal symmetry,
e−2τ =
1
v2
(
(φi1)
2 + (φi2)
2 + . . .+ (φiN)
2
) ≈ 1
v21
(
φi1
)2
, (6.2)
where v2 =
∑
A v
2
A ≈ v21. In this basis, we find that the terms appearing in Lmixed at order
4 are small in the limit we are taking since they are suppressed by powers of the large VEV
v1 relative to other terms in the action. A typical example of such a term is
Lmixed ⊃ (∂τ)2O∆
(
eτ
v1
)∆−2
(6.3)
where ∆ is the dimension of the H-invariant operator O∆. To appear in the four derivative
action, O∆ must contain two derivatives and some fields, giving ∆ > 2, so this example of
a mixed coupling is suppressed. A four derivative term in LU(1), on the other hand, has the
following form
LU(1) ⊃ (∂φ1)
4
(φ1)4
≈ (∂τ)4 (6.4)
which is not suppressed by v1.
A more general statement is that the terms in Lmixed necessarily contain more powers of
φ1 in the denominator than in the numerator, and therefore will be suppressed by powers
of v1 when we change to the dilaton basis. This fact allows us to ignore these terms in the
following analysis. Anomaly matching [49,50] tells us that the coefficient c(4) is proportional
to the difference in conformal anomalies of the G and H × U(1) theories,
c(4) ∝
(
a4(G)− a4(H × U(1))
)
, (6.5)
where a4(G) is the conformal anomaly ofN = 4 SYM with gauge group G. This in turn tells
us that in six dimensions, the four derivative action for the U(1) factor is also proportional
to this difference,
LU(1) ∼
(
a4(G)− a4(H × U(1))
)(
(∂τ)4V1e
−τ + . . .
)
, (6.6)
where V1 is the large VEV of the six dimensional Φ1 field, and included in the omitted
terms are the eight fermion terms we have explicitly computed.
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We have previously shown that for a rank 1 gauge group, the 10 fermion term in six
dimensions (i.e., the top form in L3) is completely determined by the four derivative action.
Under the assumption that supersymmetry connects all terms in the rank 1 six derivative
action (which is known to be true for 0 + 1 maximal supersymmetric Yang-Mills [40]), this
determines the six derivative action completely in terms of the four derivative action. We
would next like to argue that for the choice of VEVs we are considering, the U(1) factor of
the four derivative action completely determines the U(1) factor of the six derivative action
up to corrections suppressed by the VEV.
As in the rank 1 analysis, there is no homogeneous solution to the supersymmetry con-
straint on the top form of the U(1) factor that is compatible with conformal invariance.
Therefore, as before, the top form must be completely sourced by the four derivative ac-
tion. Certainly variations of the four derivative U(1) factor will contribute. What about
variations from LH or Lmixed? Since LH contains no fields associated with the preferred
Cartan direction, it is impossible to have a variation of a term in LH that will contains only
fields in the preferred direction. The same argument applies to Lmixed, which must contain
fields in an approximately H-invariant combination. Therefore, only the variation of order
4 terms in LU(1) appropriately source the order 6 U(1) action. These order 6 terms must
then take the form,
LU(1) ∼
(
a4(G)− a4(H × U(1))
)2(
(∂τ)6 + . . .
)
, (6.7)
where the ellipses again include the top forms we studied previously. In Appendix A, we
have extended the analysis of [49,50] to six dimensions. Using equation (A.11), we can read
of the difference in the conformal anomaly of the (2, 0) theory associated to gauge group G
and to gauge group H × U(1) from (6.7) to find:
a6(G)− a6(H × U(1)) ∝
(
a4(G)− a4(H × U(1))
)2
. (6.8)
There are potential (group independent) overall numerical factors in (6.7) which can be
determined by more carefully studying the supersymmetry variations, but we do not need
them to determine the leading behavior of the anomaly. For G = SU(N + 1) and H =
SU(N), we find that a6(SU(N + 1)) − a6(SU(N) × U(1)) ∝ N2. This implies that the
anomaly for an unbroken rank N (2, 0) theory has the long sought leading behavior of N3
at large N . With more control over the couplings and supersymmetry transformations of
the effective action, it should be possible to determine the exact value of the conformal
anomaly.
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A Conformal Anomalies from 6D Effective Actions
In order to compute the conformal anomaly from a Coulomb branch effective action, we
must extend the work of [49,50] to six dimensions. It is natural to switch to a basis of fields
that includes the dilaton, τ , which is the Nambu-Goldstone boson of spontaneously broken
conformal symmetry. We would like to classify all possible terms in the effective action for
the dilaton up to and including six derivatives.
We begin by finding all such terms that are both diffeomorphism and Weyl invariant by
introducing a Weyl invariant metric as follows: consider the Weyl variation of the metric
and the dilaton:
gµν −→ e2σgµν , τ −→ τ + σ. (A.1)
Under the action of diffeomorphisms, the metric transforms as usual while τ is a scalar. The
combination gˆµν = e
−2τgµν will then transform as a standard metric under diffeomorphisms
but is also Weyl invariant. The diff×Weyl invariant terms in the effective action can then
be written in terms of the diffeomorphism invariants of the metric gˆ.
Up to two derivatives, we have the couplings
S2 = α
4
∫
d6x
√
−gˆ
(
Λ +
Rˆ
20
)
, (A.2)
where Λ is a cosmological constant, Rˆ is the Ricci scalar of gˆ, and α is a dimension 1
constant analogous to a decay constant in pion physics. Following [50], the cosmological
constant term is ruled out on the grounds that its presence conflicts with spontaneously
broken conformal symmetry. For flat space where gˆµν = e
−2τηµν , the two derivative term
gives (after integrating by parts)
S2 = α
4
∫
d6x e−4τ (∂τ)2, (A.3)
which leads to the equation of motion τ = 2(∂τ)2.
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At four derivatives, there are three independent combinations of curvatures:
S4 =
∫
d6x
√
−gˆ
(
κ1Rˆ
2 + κ2Eˆ4 + κ3Wˆ
2
µνρσ
)
, (A.4)
where the constants κi have dimension 2, E4 is the 4-dimensional Euler density, and W is
the Weyl tensor. In flat space, the last term gives no contribution since it is conformally
invariant, and gˆ is conformal to the Minkowski metric. Additionally, Rˆ2 will only give four
derivative couplings proportional to the two derivative equation of motion, since Rˆ itself is
proportional to the leading equation of motion. Thus, only the Euler density term will lead
to a genuine four derivative coupling. This is to be contrasted with the 4-dimensional case
where there are no diff×Weyl invariant four derivative terms that are not proportional to
the leading equation of motion. In six dimensions, we will see that all diff×Weyl invariant
six derivative terms are proportional to the leading equation of motion.
At six derivatives, there are 10 independent curvature combinations, up to total deriva-
tives [51]:
Lˆ1 = Wˆ
µνρσWˆρσλδWˆ
λδ
µν , Lˆ2 = Wˆ
µν
ρσ Wˆ
ρδ
νλWˆ
σλ
µδ ,
Lˆ3 = Wˆ
µνρσWˆρσνλRˆ
λ
µ, Lˆ4 = Wˆ
µνρσWˆµνρσRˆ,
Lˆ5 = Wˆ
µνρσRˆµρRˆνσ, Lˆ6 = Rˆ
µνRˆνρRˆ
ρ
µ, (A.5)
Lˆ7 = Rˆ
µνRˆµνRˆ, Lˆ8 = Rˆ
3,
Lˆ9 = RˆˆRˆ, Lˆ10 = Wˆ µνρσˆWˆµνρσ.
The six derivative action is then
S6 =
∫
d6x
√
−gˆ
10∑
i=1
βiLˆi, (A.6)
with βi dimensionless constants. In flat space, all of these terms either vanish or are
proportional to the leading equation of motion except Lˆ6. After a tedious calculation, this
term is also seen to give a contribution proportional to the leading equation of motion.
Therefore, there are no diff×Weyl invariant contributions to the tree level scattering of six
dilatons in six dimensions, which is the same as the case of four dilaton scattering in four
dimensions.
We next need to consider potential non-Weyl invariant terms which correspond to
anomalous contributions to the effective action. In six dimensions, using the terminol-
ogy of [52], there is one A-type anomaly given by the six-dimensional Euler density E6 and
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three B-type anomalies from various combinations of Weyl tensors, which we will label Ai
with i = 1, 2, 3. In terms of our basis of curvature couplings (A.5), these anomalies are
E6 = 2L1 − 8L2 + 6L3 + 6
5
L4 + 3L5 +
3
2
L6 − 27
20
L7 +
21
100
L8,
A1 = L1, (A.7)
A2 = L2,
A3 = L10 + 2L3 − 3L5 − 3
2
L6 +
27
20
L7 − 21
100
L8.
The absence of hats signifies that these curvatures are given by (A.5) but are evaluated
using the Weyl variant metric g, rather than its Weyl invariant counterpart gˆ. Interestingly,
because of the relation between E6 and L6 above, it is clear why Lˆ6 could not give a
contribution to six τ scattering.
We threfore seek a six derivative action Sanomaly that gives the following Weyl variation:
δσSanomaly =
∫
d6x
√−gσ
(
aE6 +
3∑
i=1
biAi
)
. (A.8)
Note that we have ignored potential anomalous variations that can be removed via local
counter-terms, since these variations do not represent true anomalies.
For the B-type anomalies, finding such an action is easy because
√−gAi is Weyl in-
variant, so we can simply replace σ with τ in the variation to give the action. We can also
replace σ with τ in the A-type anomaly variation, but since
√−gE6 is not Weyl invari-
ant, we need extra Wess-Zumino terms in Sanomaly to cancel the variation of
√−gE6. The
precise action can be obtained through a Wess-Zumino procedure performed in [53],
Sanomaly =
3∑
i=1
bi
∫
d6x
√−gτAi + a
∫
d6x
√−g
(
τE6 − 1
6!
[
6(∇τ)6 − 18τ(∇τ)4
+24(∇τ)2(∇µ∇ντ∇µ∇ντ − (τ)2)− 6R(∇τ)4
−4Gµνλρ∇µτ∇ντ∇λτ∇ρτ −Gµν∇µτ∇ντ
])
, (A.9)
where
Gµνλρ = 
α1β1α2β2µνγ1δ1α2β2λρR
γ1δ1
α1β1
,
Gµν = 
α1β1α2β2γµγ1δ1γ2δ2γνR
γ1δ1
α1β1
Rγ2δ2α2β2 . (A.10)
These interactions survive the flat space limit. After integrating by parts, the flat space
limit gives,
Sanomaly = a
∫
d6x
(
− 1
8
(∂τ)6 +
1
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(∂τ)2(∂τ)2
)
. (A.11)
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